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Candace's 3 Days of Darkness Thread
Candace of AH
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 23356301
United States
09/18/2012 09:01 PM

I am starting this so I can control it. I have been posting updating in this thread starting on page
11. I just rejoined so I can actually work here on this one topic.
Thread: 3 Days of Darkness are upon us!!!! (Page 11)
I will move my relevant posts here. The dimming got really serious yesterday and I want to
document with interference.
---------------------------------------The 3 Days of Darkness approaches Information here:
The Wait is Over: [link to abundanthope.net] CM thru Rubens
Everything you need to know, updating on August 22. [link to abundanthope.net] CM thru
Candace
YOU WILL HAVE NO PUBLIC ELECTRICITY DURING THIS. IT WILL BE COLDER WITHOUT
SUNLIGHT. PREPARE FOR GOD'S SAKE. YOU WILL HAVE A 24 HOUR OR SO WARNING
TIME WHERE THE SUN WILL BE PARTLY ECLIPSED TO GET YOUR SHIT TOGETHER.
CANDLES, FLASHLIGHTS, GAS LANTERNS ETC WILL WORK. IF YOUR GAS AND WATER
ARE PUMPED BY ELECTRICITY, THEY MAY NOT WORK.
[link to www.youtube.com] Christians and others who help destroy Mother Earth. watch this. "God"
is not going to destroy this world, You are the "gods" destroying it.

AbundantHope IS the 2nd Coming Organization and Jesus returned in 1954 already. ON a
CRAFT, not incarnate.
---------------------------------------Anonymous Coward
User ID: 23208422
United States
09/18/2012 09:22 PM
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Good for you coming back. It's hard to interface with you as AH is just posting, not
communications.
I admit I'm pretty bummed about this not manifesting yet. I actually get upset when I wake up
every day to a shinning sun. I'm hopeful I'll mature in the future, but for now, my mind is childish
and desperately wanting to go.
Candace of AH (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 23356301
United States
09/18/2012 10:00 PM

Not related to 3DD specifically, but a reflection of what all of us serving here from the very highest
heaven, who do this for YOU, out of, our love during this time of planetary ascension. Ponder this
before you add more derogatory posts that I have to ban and remove from this thread.
Those making it a mission to collect clusters of 3 green thumbs, these works from my website are
approved by SHR of GLP for publishing of FULL content. Please do not waste the mods time by
making copyright infringement reports to them. See the end of the post for link and details.
Thankyou. NIP/Candace
Out OF Love For You
written by Rubens of AH but it expresses all of us here to help raise the planetary peoples. We put
up with the most incredible condensations because we love you and wish to assist your journey
upwards in the heavenly realms -Candace.

For quite a while my dear brother/sister, you have asked many disparaging questions and made
many unkind remarks in an attempt to diminish me and/or my words because, for some reasons
unknown to you, I have become a thorn on your side that you feel needs to be removed. The
following are a few of those insults in the form of questions and affirmations you have thrown in
my face condescendingly over the years:
Who are you?
Why God would choose you to receive messages?
If that was God for real, why did those things not come to past?
Did you study for this anywhere?
Why not me?
Are you OK?
Are you crazy?
Why is it that the church knows nothing about that?
Do you think that you are that special?
You suffer from schizophrenia
You need to see a shrink
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You can write science fiction to make a lot of money
You have a very fertile imagination…and so on so forth
I could give you a myriad of answers to your questions and affirmations but to put it simply, OUT
OF LOVE for you my brother/sister, I took it upon me to inform you of impending events that you
yourselves have caused to materialize so you could reverse the process and attenuate the blows
that must come to you. I take your discouraging remarks with dignity because I do understand that
you do not know what you are doing; you and those similar to you have no clue as to what and
who you are so, as a loving brother/sister, I have come to this world to help you save yourselves
from the hell that YOU HAVE CREATED. Out of LOVE for you, I have agreed to take your scorns
and teach you how to become loving, graceful children of God.
No matter how many times you call me crazy, I will continue to work with you, so that in the end,
when all is said and done, I can happily cry with you when you suddenly realize how much of a
fool you have been to those who wanted nothing else from you but an acceptance of their LOVE
for you.
God works through and with me so that I can bring my sisters and brothers who have lost their
way; I am here to help re-assemble the lost flock; I am here because I know there is no separation
between me and you and your suffering does affect all of us, children of the Light, despite your
ignorance.
OUT OF LOVE for you, I keep tending my hands to you to help you climb out of the precipice
where you so selfishly and obstinately plunged head in through your self-deluded creations. No
matter what, I will love you despite yourself because I am your brother/sister. It is the Will of Our
Father that I bring assistance to those who need it the most and my dear brother/sister, you are
among those in need.
Stop wasting your time telling me that I am crazy because I will continue to lend a hand to you
until it is so completely clear that you are beyond reach and that all my efforts are of no use to you
since you chose REMOVAL and/or UNCREATION.
I AM HERE OUT OF LOVE FOR YOU MY BROTHER/SISTER

[link to abundanthope.net]
This piece is under copyright protection of [link to www.abundanthope.net] It may be placed
anywhere on the web as long as it is not changed in any way and a link placed back to this site. It
is preferred you place the entire piece, and if not possible to do so, you must note that the rest of
it can be found at the link. Thankyou, Candace.
Candace of AH (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 23356301
United States
09/18/2012 10:04 PM
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well the sun began dimming down yesterday. I have images a team member took of the bright
white craft descending, which match the imagery I was given 2 or 3 days ago during meditation.
3 times yesterday that I am aware off, after noon, when the sun was beginning to stream towards
my large west living room window , I noticed dimming of the same nature as the light dims when
the sun passes behind a thin cloud. There were not clouds it had passed behind. I was able to
reduce my eye protection to gaze the sun and at some point when I would normally still require
eye protection to gaze it, I did not.
It is not as bright out there as it should be this morning. I gaze shortly after rise without any eye
adjustment at all, and now 1 hour and 20 minutes since rise and I can still gaze without eye
protection. it is of course brighter then when it rose, but even in the days a few years ago when I
sun-gazed regularly on purpose I could not gaze the sun past bout 40 minutes after rise. and in
recent months not more than 30 minutes at most, and very uncomfortable. Something IS
happening.
Quoting: Candace of AH
Candace of AH (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 23356301
United States
09/18/2012 10:06 PM

well at 2 hours and 20 minutes past rise, I can still sun gaze without eye protection, this should not
be possible
Quoting: Candace of AH

This is my post today on Sept 18
Candace of AH (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 23356301
United States
09/18/2012 10:07 PM
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Continuing to transfer in order, my updating posts today.
Candace, you are telling lies...the sun is the same in US and in Italy..and here is not possible to
see it directly..
why do you say these kind of lies??
Quoting: paolo-r 24010044

and you go out and sungaze regularly over the years so you know? The sun has changed. It is
now 4 hours since the sun rose here today and I can still gaze it without dark protective shielding.
It took all of about 3 secs for me to discern the disk. Others on my forum are reporting the same. I
have pics I am working on posting on my forum showing the craft maneuvering into place from 2
days ago. At this time they are dimming using gradual manifestation of the craft.
Have YOU been able to GAZE the sun 4 hours after rise without welders lenses or heavy
googles? to focus on it and have the disk come into view? and keep right on looking? I just
watched it for over a minute bare eyed.
Quoting: Candace of AH
Candace of AH (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 23356301
United States
09/18/2012 10:09 PM

Next post
Quoting: paolo-r 24010044

Quoting: Candace of AH

Quoting: AlphaRecon
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well images are diming on Stereo a and b too. We have comparison proof on my forum and I just
ran some for myself personally. And at about high noon, I will go look again. I do have troubles
reading on the computer for a couple minutes as my pupils dilate again. but I have never been
able to stare at the sun this late in the day, not even close and see the actual disk and last time it
only took maybe 2-3 seconds for the disk to show. That was over 5 hours after rise. I have set a
timer to have me check at about high noon on this. at this time I am not going to stare for several
minutes.
Quoting: Candace of AH
Candace of AH (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 23356301
United States
09/18/2012 10:11 PM

Next:

Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1473848

why not go out and watch the sun dim.

I checked again and still at high noon my time, 1 pm DST I can still view the solar disk with
unaided eye, not dark lens system needed. And super comfortably with just the one set of dark
sunglasses on. At high noon I have needed 3 sets of dark lenses. 1. my extra dark sunglasses. 2.
a pair of throw away sunglasses the eye doc provided years ago after my eyes were dilated. 3.
the dark surgical eye googles I needed after my cataract surgeries way back about 1998 or so.
Before this year, the sunglasses and surgical goggles were plenty to view the sun at high noon. I
had to add the 3rd throw aways to view sort of comfortably and it still took up to 1/2 minute for the
disk to be clear to me.
Today I could probably watch a minute without anything, but I won't do that, but easily I could
watch as long as I wanted with just the dark sunglasses. That was NOT the case 2 days ago. I
needed all three.
Quoting: Candace of AH
Candace of AH (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 23356301
United States
09/18/2012 10:15 PM
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The sun is considerably LESS bright over the past about 28 hours or so now. HUGE CHANGE,
this is NOT NORMAL. As I have said I am an experienced sun gazer, I know what protection my
eyes require when to watch the thing and I watched it all day today WITHOUT ANY
PROTECTION.
this is the next post, I didn't want to work with the quote feature.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 17002141
Australia
09/18/2012 10:17 PM
The sun is considerably LESS bright over the past about 28 hours or so now. HUGE CHANGE,
this is NOT NORMAL. As I have said I am an experienced sun gazer, I know what protection my
eyes require when to watch the thing and I watched it all day today WITHOUT ANY
PROTECTION.
this is the next post, I didn't want to work with the quote feature.
Quoting: Candace of AH

The sun is JUST as bloody blindingly bright here in Aus as its always been..well..since it went
from yellow to bright white about 20 years ago.
Candace of AH (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 23356301
United States
09/18/2012 10:18 PM

Now likely my last update of the day on the dimming. It is approximately one hour to sunset here.
NO CLOUDS, Clear sky. I can freely sungaze without any eye protection,for as long as I wish
something not possible fone hour before sunset for me in a few years now.The light cast is dim O
THE ROUND with far less contrast between shadows of trees and the light on the grass and
pavement, than is normal at this time of day. It has the appearance of the sun being behind more
than thin clouds at this time.
As I said I am EXPERIENCED at what I do for years now, as to sun watching and I KNOW
OF WHAT I SPEAK.
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Quoting: Candace of AH
Candace of AH (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 23356301
United States
09/18/2012 10:18 PM

Ok last post I made there before sun set.

checking one last time before the sun drops behind roof tops etc here, and the contrast between
the shadows of the trees and the sun on the ground is minimal. There are NO CLOUDS producing
this. I checked at 6:32 after I let my eyes recover their dilatation completely after the last sun gaze.
This is NOT normal. The official sunset is 1/2 hour but it is visually several miinutes before
because of the mountains.
Quoting: Candace of AH
Candace of AH (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 23356301
United States
09/18/2012 10:20 PM

Ok copying this over, so I can answer it here.
Now likely my last update of the day on the dimming. It is approximately one hour to sunset here.
NO CLOUDS, Clear sky. I can freely sungaze without any eye protection,for as long as I wish
something not possible fone hour before sunset for me in a few years now.The light cast is dim O
THE ROUND with far less contrast between shadows of trees and the light on the grass and
pavement, than is normal at this time of day. It has the appearance of the sun being behind more
than thin clouds at this time.
As I said I am EXPERIENCED at what I do for years now, as to sun watching and I KNOW
OF WHAT I SPEAK.
Quoting: Candace of AH
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Candace I agree that the sun was dim today and we didn't have a cloud in the sky, just two weeks
ago it would have burned out my retinas, very interesting!
I am very interested when you think this will occur. If it is meant to happen I believe it will be soon.
There are 6 different cultures that speak of this so i'm very curious.
The visionaries in Medjugore have also stated it will happen in our lifetimes. I'm just trying to put
everything together as my grandmother would speak of this from time to time when I was little so
its always been of interest.Thanks for any reply and many blessings your way
Quoting: shadasonic
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1103915
United States
09/18/2012 10:22 PM
OH good i thought we'd lost that thread.
Candace of AH (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 23356301
United States
09/18/2012 10:30 PM

Ok copying this over, so I can answer it here.
Now likely my last update of the day on the dimming. It is approximately one hour to sunset here.
NO CLOUDS, Clear sky. I can freely sungaze without any eye protection,for as long as I wish
something not possible fone hour before sunset for me in a few years now.The light cast is dim O
THE ROUND with far less contrast between shadows of trees and the light on the grass and
pavement, than is normal at this time of day. It has the appearance of the sun being behind more
than thin clouds at this time.
As I said I am EXPERIENCED at what I do for years now, as to sun watching and I KNOW
OF WHAT I SPEAK.
Quoting: Candace of AH

Candace I agree that the sun was dim today and we didn't have a cloud in the sky, just two weeks
ago it would have burned out my retinas, very interesting!
I am very interested when you think this will occur. If it is meant to happen I believe it will be soon.
There are 6 different cultures that speak of this so i'm very curious.
The visionaries in Medjugore have also stated it will happen in our lifetimes. I'm just trying to put
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everything together as my grandmother would speak of this from time to time when I was little so
its always been of interest.Thanks for any reply and many blessings your way
Quoting: shadasonic
Quoting: Candace of AH

Alright to answer your question from the other Thread Shadasonic.
It is desired before Yom Kipper this month. It was desired by the end of August, was the target
time but addition time was needed to wrap up all the problems. Thank you so much for posting
about your experience, people got so nasty I could not work in Being Mindful's thread.
It is important to also do it before the winter starts in this hemisphere as most peoples heat is NOT
going to work and there are far more people to consider. We have in part been waiting for the S.
Hemisphere to warm up a bit more.
We have chosen for a variety of reasons to bring this on SLOWLY to reduce panic and help
people prepare. We DO LOVE EVERYONE and consider circumstances. The dark thugs had
planned redundant backup in the media to cause great fright, (invasion, planet x flipping the planet
etc), and major media in a few western countries (US of A in particular) were refusing to
cooperate. We do not want this to be a surprise. It must be done. These extra days of "dimming"
as some people start to notice it, will jump start that process of people wanting to do a soul
review. It means everything, and we hope many will decide to climb off that fence. Those who are
noticing WILL put pressure on the media and come to the forums like crazy.
Candace of AH (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 23356301
United States
09/18/2012 10:59 PM

to the one whose post I just removed, todays images on stereo a and b are BLURRED and I
suggest there is a reason for that. I will take no more of this stuff in this thread. Although you had
comparison images from JUNE, rather than 3 or 4 days ago, I removed your post because of the
rudeness. do it again and I will ban you. Those alert who think , go to Stereo and compare the 195
evi images from a few days ago. I have two from ahead I have not uploaded here yet, its late, a
job for tomorrow after I evaluate tomorrow. Another of my team also posted some to my forum
from Stereo A and B evi 195. I haven't looked at any older SDO images would would require the
search feature there.
I welcome serious questions and the sharing of experience. I will not accept the BS like happened
in Being Mindful's thread.
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Anonymous Coward
User ID: 23777457
Sweden
09/18/2012 11:06 PM
to the one whose post I just removed, todays images on stereo a and b are BLURRED and I
suggest there is a reason for that. I will take no more of this stuff in this thread. Although you had
comparison images from JUNE, rather than 3 or 4 days ago, I removed your post because of the
rudeness. do it again and I will ban you. Those alert who think , go to Stereo and compare the 195
evi images from a few days ago. I have two from ahead I have not uploaded here yet, its late, a
job for tomorrow after I evaluate tomorrow. Another of my team also posted some to my forum
from Stereo A and B evi 195. I haven't looked at any older SDO images would would require the
search feature there.
I welcome serious questions and the sharing of experience. I will not accept the BS like happened
in Being Mindful's thread.
Quoting: Candace of AH

Here you go.
[link to sohowww.nascom.nasa.gov]
[link to sohowww.nascom.nasa.gov]
[link to sohowww.nascom.nasa.gov]
Candace of AH (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 23356301
United States
09/18/2012 11:26 PM

to the one whose post I just removed, todays images on stereo a and b are BLURRED and I
suggest there is a reason for that. I will take no more of this stuff in this thread. Although you had
comparison images from JUNE, rather than 3 or 4 days ago, I removed your post because of the
rudeness. do it again and I will ban you. Those alert who think , go to Stereo and compare the 195
evi images from a few days ago. I have two from ahead I have not uploaded here yet, its late, a
job for tomorrow after I evaluate tomorrow. Another of my team also posted some to my forum
from Stereo A and B evi 195. I haven't looked at any older SDO images would would require the
search feature there.
I welcome serious questions and the sharing of experience. I will not accept the BS like happened
in Being Mindful's thread.
Quoting: Candace of AH
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Here you go.
[link to sohowww.nascom.nasa.gov]
[link to sohowww.nascom.nasa.gov]
[link to sohowww.nascom.nasa.gov]
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 23777457

the resolution on SOHO images is terrible, old technology. Stereo A and B are much better, and
the blurring obvious. to my eyes all of those are blurry because of the resolution and also the
intensity of color. Resolution is far better on Stereo.
These are suggested links I did copy to my computer so I could study side by side.
[link to stereo.gsfc.nasa.gov] last link for 9/18
[link to stereo.gsfc.nasa.gov] last link for 9/11. I simply rather than moving back day by day, used
the back up one week feature, no other reason.
There is a difference in clarity. It does not "prove" this yet, but it does add some credibility to my
own sun gazing since early on 9/17 when I began recording what I have placed in this thread from
the other one.
A member of my own forum posted comparisons of both Stereo A and B from today, and from
9/01 same thing, using hours around 1600 Utc as the comparison in all of them.
OH and I did remove your rude post and banned you. Tomorrow when I am awake and can
monitor the thread, I will unban you to see if you sincerely have an interest in this. The post I
quoted was much better. Whether you are trying to prove me wrong or right, does not matter,
because perhaps in trying to prove me wrong, you will ponder some more after your discovery. I
would in fact help others to perhaps over come their paradigm boxes. People are so afraid to
LOOK, because once they do, everything changes for them. Societies control systems fly out the
window. They either have to shut the door on further looking or blast it open all the way. Then they
have to deal with people telling them they are NUTS in one way or another, and rather than be
NUTS some just shut the door, they cannot stand against the peer pressure.
So go ahead and politely make some observations. If the images are blurred for some other
reason, that is fine too. Its important though to have the COURAGE to open doors and walk thru
them and stand in what you find. In fact its what 4d is about and so many are failing the test.
There are Christians here who started to open the doors, and when their kundalini was rising, they
freaked out and called it "demons" and went right back into Hell Fire Christianity. It's apparently so
much safer there.
The 3 DD's will force the opening of doors. This planet, because of the Lucifer Rebellion and
those imprisoned from it on this world, have created the worse sort of division to be found just
about anywhere. It is terribly saddening what people think God is on this world, in all religions in
fact.
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shadasonic
slumbering no more
User ID: 15732022
United States
09/18/2012 11:30 PM

Ok copying this over, so I can answer it here.
Now likely my last update of the day on the dimming. It is approximately one hour to sunset here.
NO CLOUDS, Clear sky. I can freely sungaze without any eye protection,for as long as I wish
something not possible fone hour before sunset for me in a few years now.The light cast is dim O
THE ROUND with far less contrast between shadows of trees and the light on the grass and
pavement, than is normal at this time of day. It has the appearance of the sun being behind more
than thin clouds at this time.
As I said I am EXPERIENCED at what I do for years now, as to sun watching and I KNOW
OF WHAT I SPEAK.
Quoting: Candace of AH

Candace I agree that the sun was dim today and we didn't have a cloud in the sky, just two weeks
ago it would have burned out my retinas, very interesting!
I am very interested when you think this will occur. If it is meant to happen I believe it will be soon.
There are 6 different cultures that speak of this so i'm very curious.
The visionaries in Medjugore have also stated it will happen in our lifetimes. I'm just trying to put
everything together as my grandmother would speak of this from time to time when I was little so
its always been of interest.Thanks for any reply and many blessings your way
Quoting: shadasonic
Quoting: Candace of AH

Alright to answer your question from the other Thread Shadasonic.
It is desired before Yom Kipper this month. It was desired by the end of August, was the target
time but addition time was needed to wrap up all the problems. Thank you so much for posting
about your experience, people got so nasty I could not work in Being Mindful's thread.
It is important to also do it before the winter starts in this hemisphere as most peoples heat is NOT
going to work and there are far more people to consider. We have in part been waiting for the S.
Hemisphere to warm up a bit more.
We have chosen for a variety of reasons to bring this on SLOWLY to reduce panic and help
people prepare. We DO LOVE EVERYONE and consider circumstances. The dark thugs had
planned redundant backup in the media to cause great fright, (invasion, planet x flipping the planet
etc), and major media in a few western countries (US of A in particular) were refusing to
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cooperate. We do not want this to be a surprise. It must be done. These extra days of "dimming"
as some people start to notice it, will jump start that process of people wanting to do a soul
review. It means everything, and we hope many will decide to climb off that fence. Those who are
noticing WILL put pressure on the media and come to the forums like crazy.
Quoting: Candace of AH

Thanks for your response. I definitely believe something is up with the sun and all future
anomalies will be tied with it. The great worldwide charade that is going on with japan, china, the
middle east, and the struggle to keep the world economy going is to keep eyes elsewhere,for what
, I'm not sure but the variables are astounding.The physical changes to this planet also cannot be
ignored!
I've not agreed with you on certain things but I've come to realize you're very intelligent and now
your sciences well,and you've always been kind and helpful when needed, and we've worked on
many threads together. I have no answers to anything as I'm tryiong to live in a state of grace and
am learning each day. My perspective and viewpoint over these many years has changed, alot! I
do know without a doubt great change is upon us and our paradigm needs to be righted! Watching
, learning, and trying to help any, if I think I can. Much Love and Peace your way!

einsteinsfly
User ID: 1470468
United States
09/18/2012 11:56 PM
Ok copying this over, so I can answer it here.
...

Candace I agree that the sun was dim today and we didn't have a cloud in the sky, just two weeks
ago it would have burned out my retinas, very interesting!
I am very interested when you think this will occur. If it is meant to happen I believe it will be soon.
There are 6 different cultures that speak of this so i'm very curious.
The visionaries in Medjugore have also stated it will happen in our lifetimes. I'm just trying to put
everything together as my grandmother would speak of this from time to time when I was little so
its always been of interest.Thanks for any reply and many blessings your way
Quoting: shadasonic
Quoting: Candace of AH

Alright to answer your question from the other Thread Shadasonic.
It is desired before Yom Kipper this month. It was desired by the end of August, was the target
time but addition time was needed to wrap up all the problems. Thank you so much for posting
about your experience, people got so nasty I could not work in Being Mindful's thread.
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It is important to also do it before the winter starts in this hemisphere as most peoples heat is NOT
going to work and there are far more people to consider. We have in part been waiting for the S.
Hemisphere to warm up a bit more.
We have chosen for a variety of reasons to bring this on SLOWLY to reduce panic and help
people prepare. We DO LOVE EVERYONE and consider circumstances. The dark thugs had
planned redundant backup in the media to cause great fright, (invasion, planet x flipping the planet
etc), and major media in a few western countries (US of A in particular) were refusing to
cooperate. We do not want this to be a surprise. It must be done. These extra days of "dimming"
as some people start to notice it, will jump start that process of people wanting to do a soul
review. It means everything, and we hope many will decide to climb off that fence. Those who are
noticing WILL put pressure on the media and come to the forums like crazy.
Quoting: Candace of AH

Thanks for your response. I definitely believe something is up with the sun and all future
anomalies will be tied with it. The great worldwide charade that is going on with japan, china, the
middle east, and the struggle to keep the world economy going is to keep eyes elsewhere,for what
, I'm not sure but the variables are astounding.The physical changes to this planet also cannot be
ignored!
I've not agreed with you on certain things but I've come to realize you're very intelligent and now
your sciences well,and you've always been kind and helpful when needed, and we've worked on
many threads together. I have no answers to anything as I'm tryiong to live in a state of grace and
am learning each day. My perspective and viewpoint over these many years has changed, alot! I
do know without a doubt great change is upon us and our paradigm needs to be righted! Watching
, learning, and trying to help any, if I think I can. Much Love and Peace your way!
Quoting: shadasonic
I agree with you Shad about the sun tying all of this together in some cosmic, meaningful
expression. What that expression will be, remains to be seen. I did notice today the dimmer effect,
more pronounced definitely than yesterday. Tomorrow should be interesting on all fronts....
Candace of AH (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 23356301
United States
09/19/2012 01:08 AM

The sun is not tying this altogether in some meaningful way. Although of course its in the photon
belt, the energies from the center of the Milky Way and the WAVE.
STAR FLEET those goodly folks from "Heaven" are here doing the 3 DD's. The sun does not just
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all by itself dim.
These craft and the folks that operate them and the big bosses of the management teams of the
creation make these decisions are from very high places. The entire creation is managed by many
different specialists and universes do not must naturally pop up there and life does not naturally
just pop up on planets. GOD'S SONS DO THIS WORK. THE HIGHLY SPECIALIZED CRAFT
CANNOT BE FROM OTHER EVOLUTIONARY PLANETS. Worlds like this are NOT management
worlds, although the people on this world may one day help out here and there like the Pleiadians
particularly from Thiaoouba do. Thiaoouba is called Jehovah in the OT. Its a PLANET not a god. It
is the most advanced planet in the huge Pleiadian system which as 500 suns and not just the 7
sisters.
But these ones do not make high level management decisions. Those from "heaven" do. I am
from "heaven" myself, from Paradise, and I am on the team that decides what goes on here. I
have my vote and say at these meetings.
There is a hierarchy, very very old and a separate heirarchy for each of the 7 superuniverses.
Then lower hierarchies for the lessor sectors within the superuniverses There are 5.6 trillions
evolutionary worlds with intelligent life on them, They are groups into manageable organizations.
The smallest of these are called "systems" which have NADA to do with Solar systems at all.
Lucifer was the system head of the system that Earth belongs too. The system name is Satania.
At the time of his removal from office, he managed over 600 worlds with intelligent life. With a full
staff of help of course. Up to 1000 planets in a system are managed.
Now Systems are brought under higher hierarchy. 100 systems are monitored in each
constellation. Again here, Constellation does NOT mean the labels man has given for star groups
in the sky. There are 100 constellation governments in any local Universe. A local universe is a
managed and governed area of a superuniverse. A specialist Creator SON of God develops and
overseas each Local Universe. That being for OUR local universe is the one that played the role
of Jesus here 2000 years ago. Michael of Nebadon I yak about all the time. The Creator SON has
as "parentage" the Father and Eternal Son of the Trinity. Our Michael with our Creative Mother
Spirit have created all the "angels" (managers and teachers, judicial experts, legislative experts,
life carriers, melchizedeks,, guardian angels and far more), needed to run a massive local
universe. Currently there are 3.8 MILLION evolutionary planets with Intelligent life in Nedadon.
That's a LOT OF MANAGEMENT. ON top of the evolutionary worlds are specially constructed
worlds to serve all these folks and ALL OF YOU once you graduate from EARTH!
This is the short story. Please be open to opening boxes. You have boxes because the black
operatives create them for YOU. Time to unzip them.
THE CRAFT AND TECHNOLOGIES BEING USED FOR THE 3DD ARE FROM THESE
MANAGEMENT TEAMS. THE CRAFT TO ECLIPSE THE EARTH IS NEARLY THE SIZE OF
JUPITER. IN FACT THE HEAVEN WORLDS THAT ARE CONSTRUCTED FOR ALL OF YOU TO
EVENTUALLY LIVE ON ARE UP TOO 10,000 TIMES THE SIZE OF EARTH, AS TO THE
SUPERUNIVERSE CAPITAL WORLDS! THIS IS NOT SMALL SHIT!
The crafts from ordinary evolutionary 3 to 9d worlds (like Thiaoouba), are made of ordinary matter
of these world and matter mined and are simple per se. As worlds grow in GOD and are given
advanced technology by the SYSTEM HEADS, they may develop ordinary cloaking. Such as
invisibility to radar like earth has now. Simple shit. Even to Thiaoouba, because evolutionary
worlds matter does not change all that much as the people ascended. It does vibrate somewhat
faster.
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The worlds of heaven, that is a different story. They have more elements, much higher vibrations,
matter does indeed change considerably from what we will ever have here, no matter how this
world changes, it will always be 2D, 2nd Density, but it can go to 9th dimensional spiritual growth.
Now the CRAFT of Orvonton, (our superuniverse), Nebadon, and the Central univese while still
being "matter craft" it is a much higher vibratory refined matter and these one materialize and
dematerialize. Can be manifested or not, to use the crumby words I have to use to teach with. I
am regularly dematerialized to ship by scotty beam me up and brought back by scotty beam me
down. DITTO THESE CRAFT. OK?
The sun, when the craft are demateriaized, can shine right thru them. As the craft materializes, it
becomes more solid. That is what is going on. You cannot see the people that operate them,
because the spirit and semi material forms are outside OUR VISION. Unless these ones slow their
vibrations to within our range of our eyes. Any of you with CATS who have paid attention to them,,
know that cats can SEE beyond the human vision here. And dogs of course can hear beyond the
ranges of our ears too. These bodies Stink. OK But thats another story.
The point is, this is not a "natural event." This is a custom made event decided upon by
management and its been used on this planet before, and probably on all evolutionary planets at
one point or another. It is the JUDGEMENT time. During the 3DD the thugs are removed, so a
new age of light can be opened. It has come to be necessayry, there were other options, at this
time. We either close up the planet for thousands of years and let her cleanse norrally, or we try to
repair the damage of the Lucifer Rebellion and give the poor deluded sad people of this world a
leg up.
We nearly went into the alternate plan of stasis end of December but many of us wanted MORE
OUT OF OUR LOVE FOR YOU. You have bee shit on, under the Lucifer management. Now
probably most of you interested
in my work, are not probably the sad deluded people of earth, you are star seed and tis time to
wake the fuck up, because the black ops have done such a good job in religion, new age, and
schooling that many of you, while you sense more, are still happily sleeping away and prefering
the tired old paradigm to waking up and doing what you came to do. Its not your fault necessarily
as the dark are very good at deception and in the western countries life is just good enough
perhaps you don't see. I don't know what it is. I always saw since a small child. but its hard going
against the grain. Your whole societies condemn you for being different. SO WHAT. So you not
think I have not been thru earth hell enough times myself and even with those that know me.
Jesus would never choose a old lady in a mobile home park you know...... REALLY????
Ok enough. Please READ THIS WHOLE THING and start being observant yourself. You are
needed to jump in and make a difference. We hope to get a whole year to teach those lucky ones
"left behind" and you are so needed. People will fear this anyway, but we can lessen it. They are
going to deal with removed loved ones. Many are married to thugs and don't even know it.
We have carefully laid out a plan in every possible detail to make this as good an experience as
possible, a glorious experience for the left behinds. NONE will be left hungry as things settle,
banking changes for the year, people in craft start cleaning the planet in day light, emails to ships,
tv cameras on them, and as things settle, trips to and from physical crafts which are here because
physical people live on the planet.
The CURRENT plan is slow ingress into the eclipsed state. Thus the dimming and perhaps cause
for some of the new blurred images on stereo.
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YOU ARE LOVED and NEEDED and I surely hope the star seeds wake up real fast and come into
service and anybody else for that manner that can help others during this time and assist in the

huge box opening that will have to occur.

I am giving you the "HOW IT IS" here.
firmament
User ID: 14463438
Germany
09/19/2012 01:58 AM

for Truth!

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 23869380
United States
09/19/2012 02:05 AM
Will lamps, flashlights or fire work?
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 19185236
United States
09/19/2012 02:17 AM
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Yes, the Sun in much much hotter .
Wormwood has moved ever so closer.
It's about time for
Wonderlust
User ID: 20196512
United States
09/19/2012 02:38 AM
Wonderful Candace, love what you do and your threads on here. Spreading awareness to those
who seek truth and revitalizing hope for this upcoming cosmic even. I'm going to share this.
Peace and love

Sir Phydeau
User ID: 22271457
United States
09/19/2012 02:46 AM
Don't I know you?
Wolfniss (aka) Scully
User ID: 23255362
United States
09/19/2012 03:29 AM
It seems I came across your thread over a month ago. I found it interseting at that time.... then you
were gone..... perhaps, I came across this information posted within a different thread?
I am intrigued. Please continure your post, I will be checking in.
Very interestering. Thank you, Candace, for capturing my attention.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 22621726
Australia
09/19/2012 04:02 AM
Hi Candace,
I have been looking in on AH website for about a month after it being recommended to me.
Every message I read resonates very highly, I keep feeling at last there are others who think like
me!
Anyway thanks to all of you, I have noticed all the crap all of you are facing.
I was gazing at the sun a couple of days ago and was bemused at how I was able to stare right at
it with my bare eyes, never have been able to before. I was fascinated, probably did it longer than
I should have but no ill effects.
Then I found this thread and it's a bit spooky that others are experiencing the same thing. It was
late afternoon in Australia, fairly clear day.
I have never understood this world, I have had difficulties my whole life, always felt that I am not
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really from here. I see the worlds crap yet have never known what to do about it but have had the
strangest sense that I was here to do something of significance.
Still lost but holding out hope that the world of my dreams will be realised and we will know who
we are again.
Many thanks.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 22656734
Sweden
09/19/2012 04:51 AM
Candace, is the sun inside GAIA or outside GAIA?
Everytime I have been outside GAIA, I see no sun outside her.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1515187
United States
09/19/2012 05:08 AM
i will come back and read this thread when the sun actually goes out for three days....
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 24004539
United States
09/19/2012 05:35 AM
Is there any history at all of a star going dark for 3 days?
Candace of AH (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 23356301
United States
09/19/2012 07:41 AM

Is there any history at all of a star going dark for 3 days?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 24004539

Yes the day Christ hung on the cross. That s why it went dark that day, ship eclipse. You don't
hang Creator Sons who gift themselves to a world. Of course that was for a lessor time than three
days. Stars don't go dark, they are eclipsed on purpose.
there are possible old records in existing holy books about days of darkness, there is one in the
OT, perhaps during passover? I forget the circumstance, somebody brought it up in another
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thread.

Candace of AH (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 23356301
United States
09/19/2012 07:51 AM

Will lamps, flashlights or fire work?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 23869380

You can read the material in my signature file.
Anything NOT on the electrical grid will work.
Gas lamps would work, any thing battery, hospital backup generators will work, your car will work
until out of gas.......... gas pumps if electricially operated will not. The electric GRID will be
purposely shut off. The sun itself is not responsible. There have been posts all over the place here
for weeks now about electricity being out for short periods, systems being tested, we had two tests
where I live mid summer.
Contrary to catholic stories you do not need "blessed candles", any candle will work. water and
gas to homes may or maybe work, depending if they are on electrical grid pumping systems, that
is why say, if you do not know, store water. You can do this how many people get thru electricity
down from serious storms? Two folks that i know of on my forum have been thru 10 to 11 days
without electricity. Of course they did have light in the day, but one endured with little of that
because of dark skies from the hurricane for a couple days. The other case was in a very cold
winter from massive blizzard, towns people all pitched in and got thru it. The actual darkness and
no electricity is ONLY 3 days.
This method WILL GET PEOPLE's attention to the trashing of this world. Those with NO respect
for life get to leave.
Candace of AH (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 23356301
United States
09/19/2012 07:57 AM
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Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation Re: Candace's 3 Days of Darkness Thread
Yes, the Sun in much much hotter .
Wormwood has moved ever so closer.
It's about time for
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 19185236

wormwood is not here, neither is Nibiru, planet x of any of that internet enhanced crap. There is
not even a good definition of wormwood in the bible, who even has a cue what it is and I will
remove endless wormwood, planet x posts, this is NOT CAUSE. This is INTENTIONAL from
Heaven, it is God's JUDGEMENT EVENT. Many people will fall to their knees over it. And
perhaps choose eternal life. The hot sun has nothing to do with it. While seeming Hotter it is not
really, just more energetic actions of it. It is converting from a hydrogen dominated sun to a helium
dominated ETERNAL sun.
-------------------------------------The 3 Days of Darkness approaches Information here:
The Wait is Over: [link to abundanthope.net] CM thru Rubens
Everything you need to know, updating on August 22. [link to abundanthope.net] CM thru
Candace
YOU WILL HAVE NO PUBLIC ELECTRICITY DURING THIS. IT WILL BE COLDER WITHOUT
SUNLIGHT. PREPARE FOR GOD'S SAKE. YOU WILL HAVE A 24 HOUR OR SO WARNING
TIME WHERE THE SUN WILL BE PARTLY ECLIPSED TO GET YOUR SHIT TOGETHER.
CANDLES, FLASHLIGHTS, GAS LANTERNS ETC WILL WORK. IF YOUR GAS AND WATER
ARE PUMPED BY ELECTRICITY, THEY MAY NOT WORK.
[link to www.youtube.com] Christians and others who help destroy Mother Earth. watch this. "God"
is not going to destroy this world, You are the "gods" destroying it.

AbundantHope IS the 2nd Coming Organization and Jesus returned in 1954 already. ON a
CRAFT, not incarnate.
------------------------------------Candace of AH (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 23356301
United States
09/19/2012 07:59 AM
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Candace, is the sun inside GAIA or outside GAIA?
Everytime I have been outside GAIA, I see no sun outside her.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 22656734

I will let you make your own conclusions on that one. Personally when I look up, there it is. When I
have traveled the solar system, there it is too, a big bingo in roughly the middle of it.

Candace of AH (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 23356301
United States
09/19/2012 08:01 AM

i will come back and read this thread when the sun actually goes out for three days....
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1515187

well during the time there will be no electricity, so not you wont be
Candace of AH (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 23356301
United States
09/19/2012 08:04 AM

It seems I came across your thread over a month ago. I found it interseting at that time.... then you
were gone..... perhaps, I came across this information posted within a different thread?
I am intrigued. Please continure your post, I will be checking in.
Very interestering. Thank you, Candace, for capturing my attention.
Quoting: Wolfniss (aka) Scully 23255362

It was not my thread, if you mean oo this topic. I was posting on another's which is linked in my
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first post.
And Yes Sir P, you know me.
Sir Phydeau
User ID: 22271457
United States
09/19/2012 08:57 AM
And Yes Sir P, you know me.
Quoting: Candace of AH

Sir Phydeau
User ID: 22271457
United States
09/19/2012 08:59 AM

Candace is a shill
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 20737157
Mandevilla
User ID: 9718093
United States
09/19/2012 09:24 AM
Well, I've waited for the last couple of cloudy days to see the sun.
I'm surprised and excited!
I can actually look directly at the sun with no problem.
I've never been able to do that. I couldn't even look at the sky near the sun without my eyes
stinging and watering.
Three times today I've looked directly into the sun.
No stinging, no tearing.
I'm able to see the rays around the disc go dark--like a negative--and the disc appear clearly in the
middle.
I don't even feel the urge to blink.
Of course, afterward I have to let my eyes readjust, but there is absolutely no discomfort.
This is the truth, therefore I do not care who believes me or not.
So have at it.
Anyway...
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Candace, is it possible that only the ones who believe are able to see this at this stage and
everyone else will follow shortly whether they like it or not??
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 20737157
United States
09/19/2012 09:26 AM
Well, I've waited for the last couple of cloudy days to see the sun.
I'm surprised and excited!
I can actually look directly at the sun with no problem.
I've never been able to do that. I couldn't even look at the sky near the sun without my eyes
stinging and watering.
Three times today I've looked directly into the sun.
No stinging, no tearing.
I'm able to see the rays around the disc go dark--like a negative--and the disc appear clearly in the
middle.
I don't even feel the urge to blink.
Of course, afterward I have to let my eyes readjust, but there is absolutely no discomfort.
This is the truth, therefore I do not care who believes me or not.
So have at it.
Candace, is it possible that only the ones who believe are able to see this at this stage and
everyone else will follow shortly whether they like it or not??
Quoting: Mandevilla

stop doing that.
stop looking at the Sun, you are damaging your eyes.
idiot.
Mandevilla
User ID: 9718093
United States
09/19/2012 09:32 AM
Well, I've waited for the last couple of cloudy days to see the sun.
I'm surprised and excited!
I can actually look directly at the sun with no problem.
I've never been able to do that. I couldn't even look at the sky near the sun without my eyes
stinging and watering.
Three times today I've looked directly into the sun.
No stinging, no tearing.
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I'm able to see the rays around the disc go dark--like a negative--and the disc appear clearly in the
middle.
I don't even feel the urge to blink.
Of course, afterward I have to let my eyes readjust, but there is absolutely no discomfort.
This is the truth, therefore I do not care who believes me or not.
So have at it.
Candace, is it possible that only the ones who believe are able to see this at this stage and
everyone else will follow shortly whether they like it or not??
Quoting: Mandevilla

stop doing that.
stop looking at the Sun, you are damaging your eyes.
idiot.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 20737157

Really, you should try it. Just for a few seconds.
I'd like to know who can suddenly do this.
I never could before.
Maybe now you can and I'd love to know.
Candace of AH (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 23356301
United States
09/19/2012 09:43 AM

Well, I've waited for the last couple of cloudy days to see the sun.
I'm surprised and excited!
I can actually look directly at the sun with no problem.
I've never been able to do that. I couldn't even look at the sky near the sun without my eyes
stinging and watering.
Three times today I've looked directly into the sun.
No stinging, no tearing.
I'm able to see the rays around the disc go dark--like a negative--and the disc appear clearly in the
middle.
I don't even feel the urge to blink.
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Of course, afterward I have to let my eyes readjust, but there is absolutely no discomfort.
This is the truth, therefore I do not care who believes me or not.
So have at it.
Candace, is it possible that only the ones who believe are able to see this at this stage and
everyone else will follow shortly whether they like it or not??
Quoting: Mandevilla

stop doing that.
stop looking at the Sun, you are damaging your eyes.
idiot.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 20737157

REALLY? if its comfortable it does not damage. It is always completely SAFE to sun gaze in the
first 30 to 45 minutes after rise and before set. It was SAFE yesterday all day long.
Now today, the shits of this world chemtrailed the entire sky over Denver before I woke up
particuarly heavy in the east, so I have no data, what sun? barely peeping thru.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 24061088
United States
09/19/2012 10:02 AM
Well, I've waited for the last couple of cloudy days to see the sun.
I'm surprised and excited!
I can actually look directly at the sun with no problem.
I've never been able to do that. I couldn't even look at the sky near the sun without my eyes
stinging and watering.
Three times today I've looked directly into the sun.
No stinging, no tearing.
I'm able to see the rays around the disc go dark--like a negative--and the disc appear clearly in the
middle.
I don't even feel the urge to blink.
Of course, afterward I have to let my eyes readjust, but there is absolutely no discomfort.
This is the truth, therefore I do not care who believes me or not.
So have at it.
Anyway...
Candace, is it possible that only the ones who believe are able to see this at this stage and
everyone else will follow shortly whether they like it or not??
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Quoting: Mandevilla

Other than being the start of fall and looking orange, my view of the sun still blinds me terribly at
8am in the morning.
Guess it's not dimming in the deep south.
Menosgada
All this time the river flows
User ID: 19173798
Germany
09/19/2012 10:14 AM

So candace, tell me, WHY do we need these 3DD at all? I mean couldn't those aliens or whatever
they are just show up, pick up all the chosen ones and GTFO again? I don't get it...
I can see tomorrow
I can see the world to come
I can see tomorrow
Hear the Pandemonium
Candace of AH (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 23356301
United States
09/19/2012 10:32 AM

So candace, tell me, WHY do we need these 3DD at all? I mean couldn't those aliens or whatever
they are just show up, pick up all the chosen ones and GTFO again? I don't get it...
Quoting: Menosgada

I have covered this ad nauseum, I am not doing it again. the thugs will not cooperate is the short
story, and we are continuing the planet, not evacuating it at this time.
Candace of AH (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 23356301
United States
09/19/2012 10:37 AM
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Well, I've waited for the last couple of cloudy days to see the sun.
I'm surprised and excited!
I can actually look directly at the sun with no problem.
I've never been able to do that. I couldn't even look at the sky near the sun without my eyes
stinging and watering.
Three times today I've looked directly into the sun.
No stinging, no tearing.
I'm able to see the rays around the disc go dark--like a negative--and the disc appear clearly in the
middle.
I don't even feel the urge to blink.
Of course, afterward I have to let my eyes readjust, but there is absolutely no discomfort.
This is the truth, therefore I do not care who believes me or not.
So have at it.
Candace, is it possible that only the ones who believe are able to see this at this stage and
everyone else will follow shortly whether they like it or not??
Quoting: Mandevilla

stop doing that.
stop looking at the Sun, you are damaging your eyes.
idiot.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 20737157

Really, you should try it. Just for a few seconds.
I'd like to know who can suddenly do this.
I never could before.
Maybe now you can and I'd love to know.
Quoting: Mandevilla

I have posted often that sun gazing is easy and safe just after rise and before set. If you cannot at
those times, you have an personal eye issue or a belief system that will not allow you to gaze
then.
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